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S. M. KEENY
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United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund,
Bangkok, Thailand

The reasons why UNICEF is interested in the control of yaws are that
the disease affects millions of children and that it can be readily cured or
arrested. UNICEF's policy, as part of its basic concern with maternal and
child welfare, is to concentrate its assistance on a few diseases which are
widespread, which require imported supplies and equipment beyond the
present means of local governments, an-d which promise to yield to mass
treatment at relatively low cost.
UNICEF's interest in yaws was not prominent, nor even present, in
its early days. When, in 1947, UNICEF took over certain responsibilities
for child care from the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), the General Assembly of the United Nations, in
Resolution 57 (I) 1 establishing UNICEF, laid down certain priorities
It was to be " utilized and administered ...
(a) For the benefit of children and adolescents of countries which were victims
of aggression and in order to assist in their rehabilitation;
(b) For the benefit of children and adolescents of countries at present receiving assistance from the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration;
(c) For child health purposes generally, giving high priority to the children
of countries victims of aggression."

In 1947 UNICEF was left with a multitude of unfinished tasks in
Europe, where UNRRA had spent money for children on a much larger
scale than UNICEF could hope to. Everyone knew, in theory, that the
needs of Asia were great; but so were the pressures to keep on helping
Europe. Every proposed reduction in European programmes was fought
vigorously on the ground of the priorities established by the General
Assembly. Also, as the Executive Board of UNICEF was constituted in
those days, there were few spokesmen for Asia.
I United Nations, General
Assembly (1947) Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly during the
second part of its first session from 23 October to 15 December 1946, Lake Success, N.Y., page 91
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Except for a small start in China, continuing some phases of UNRRA's
work, the beginnings of active interest by UNICEF in the children of Asia
began with the visit of Drs. Parran and Lakshmanan early in 1948.2 Their
report recommended three million dollars for a variety of projects, mostly
medical, in south-east Asia. The discussion of that report brought to a
head such issues as when UNICEF assistance in Europe should end; why
the postwar emergencies of Asia could not receive similar attention; and
whether the third clause in the charter, " For child health purposes generally ", should not be invoked. In these discussions the fact was, of course,
emphasized that Asia, South America, and Africa have infant mortalityrates more than double those of many of the countries helped in Europe.
Meanwhile, there was also developing in UNICEF a policy of longer-term
aid, with less emphasis on food and clothing, on which most of the money
in Europe had been spent. The Parran-Lakshmanan report stressed the
desirability of medical aid rather than food for south-east Asia, not because
food was not needed, but because the problem was too vast for UNICEF
to undertake, and because there were other agencies responsible for food.
Even for assistance in medical programmes, the question was raised whether
the time, effort, and money required to lay the foundation were worth
the spending by an emergency organization, whose life might be ended
abruptly, as UNRRA's had been.

Co-operation with WHO
The Executive Board of UNICEF, however, did authorize a beginning;
then, with the development of WHO, a workable formula was gradually
found. WHO was authorized to co-ordinate health programmes throughout
the world. It was not authorized, and not financed, to furnish supplies
on a large scale. UNICEF, on the other hand, was primarily a supply
organization. Thus began a partnership which has grown in the last three
years from nothing to a sizeable chain of about one hundred projects in the
Asian area alone, in which the two organizations together help governments
that want help and that are prepared to revise their health programmes to
use the findings of modern medical science to fight old diseases in new ways.
Financing and Expenditure
Since one of the essentials for controlling yaws on a mass scale is a
considerable sum of money for penicillin, transport, and equipment, it
should be remembered that several years of work must be done by UNICEF
before a vial of penicillin or a jeep arrives in the country where it is to be
used. The money must first be obtained from governments, or from private
2

Unpub[ished document E/ICEFi72.
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contributors (about 90 % has come from governments). Such contributions
are not spontaneous. Ministries of external affairs, and members of
parliaments, or their equivalents, must be convinced that the money is
urgently needed, that it cannot be raised elsewhere, and that it will not be
used for the same purposes as those for which other money has already
been voted. It is true that UNICEF has a special appeal in that it is raising
money for children. But that does not cancel the necessity for evidence that
UNICEF meets obvious and urgent needs, that it tackles problems in a
practical fashion, that it gets at least a dollar's worth for every dollar spent,
and that the recipient governments show that their intentions are serious
by matching UNICEF's contribution at least dollar for dollar. Even when
national leaders have been convinced, it still takes many months for the
money actually to be appropriated, and sometimes still more months
before a cheque is received.
Even when UNICEF has the money there is no assurance that it will
be allotted to the Asia region, since other areas also have clamorous needs.
Once the money has been allocated to Asia, yaws-control programmes
must still compete with other projects from other countries that have no
yaws but still want money. Nevertheless, these hazards have been overcome; and enough money has been found to provide the supplies when
they were needed.
UNICEF expenditure in Asia has been small by standards of other
international expenditure. Of $160,000,000 allocated by UNICEF in the
last five years, including requests now under consideration, to date only
10% has gone to Asia (excluding China, Japan, and Korea). The percentage, however, is growing; in current budgets the figure is 25 %. Of the
$16,000,000 dollars already allocated, $1,610,000 have been assigned to
yaws control. Requests under consideration include an additional $638,000,
bringing the total to $2,248,000. Further requests may be made as funds
are needed. It will be recalled that the United Nations has extended
UNICEF's life only until the end of 1953, and that any further plans will
depend upon the action of the United Nations in that year. Since funds
are allocated for several years ahead, however, it can be reasonably assumed
that UNICEF will continue to support yaws-control programmes at least
until the end of 1955.
Programme Problems
Every credit belongs to the governments for their perseverance in overcoming obstacles to the initiation of yaws-control programmes. I shall
illustrate by the case of Indonesia, which had the most difficult problem
of all:
(1) At the beginning of the programme, the present government had
not been organized: there were still two governments. Working contacts
25
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had not even been established with some of the outlying islands, and
certain areas could not be entered because of security risks.
(2) There had not been time to establish normal government budgets.
Moreover, often the simplest supplies needed for the programme were not
available in the country because the bazaars were bare since the Japanese
occupation. The currency was still unstable. As a result of this combination
of factors, every step in organizing the campaign was unusually difficult.
(3) There was an acute shortage of qualified personnel, with a very
limited number of the male nurses on whom the programme relies so
heavily, and with very few doctors. Fortunately, however, there was a
very small nucleus of doctors with long experience in yaws, without whose
aid the entire programme would have been impossible.
(4) The few teams that had been working on yaws were still using
arsenicals and had to be convinced that penicillin was superior and to be
retrained in the new techniques.
(5) There was an extreme shortage of competent administrative personnel. Those who were available, like the doctors, usually could not afford
to work, in a time of rapidly mounting costs, for the small salaries the
Government could pay.
(6) In the early days there were serious difficulties in establishing and
maintaining adequate records, obtaining adequate reports, and procuring
analysis of the data after collection. In addition to the language difficulty,
the simplest office facilities were not available. UNICEF has given some
emergency help to meet this situation, and remarkable progress has been
made.
(7) Establishing and maintaining supply lines to the remote places
where yaws abounds has been a major difficulty. Fortunately, however,
there is quite a good system of internal air transport, which alone made
it possible to keep the supply line of penicillin unbroken. Jeeps were used
for the transport of personnel.
(8) Maintenance of transport under rural conditions is not easy: there
are often no garages or repair stations of any kind, and petrol is not always
available. In Java itself the roads are relatively good; but, as the programme
has moved to other islands, the teams have to go where roads are few and
poor, and where the teams must maintain their own transport or walk.
(9) The morale of the field staff at the beginning presented serious
problems. In order to reach the yaws cases, they often had to leave their
families and to work without any increase in pay in remote jungles under
conditions of tropical heat and rainfall. The Government has done what it
could under its regulations, and UNICEF has helped occasionally with
emergency clothing and equipment; but, in general, the staff has been
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working under conditions of real hardship. The greatest credit of all for
the work that has been done belongs to these men in the field.
The story of Thailand is essentially the same. The financial position of
the Government has been better, and the conditions of the workers have
gradually improved, with the grant of double per-diem allowances and,
recently, an increase in pay. At the worst, however, the field conditions
under which they work match the most adverse conditions in Indonesia.
In comparison with the difficulties faced by governments, those faced
by the international organizations have been small. WHO's chief difficulty
has been to find the specialized personnel for the international teams and
to keep them long enough to give continuity to the advisory services.
UNICEF has had considerable difficulty in buying equipment in competition with rearmament programmes. This, however, has, for the most part,
merely meant a few months' delay on special items. It has been necessary
to order all major items not less than one year ahead in order to have them
in position in time. Wherever this has been done, we have been able to
obtain what we wanted; and, in general, the supply lines, once established,
have not been broken.
Both WHO and UNICEF have had to do a great deal of work to make
sure that the penicillin bought kept up with the rapid improvements being
made. New specifications have solved this problem for the moment.

Achievements
In spite of all these difficulties, the record of achievement speaks for
itself (see table I).
The schedule of treatment for adults has been 8 ml of penicillin 3 given
in two equal doses. Smaller doses were given to children. The average
percentage of persons receiving the second injection has been about 80.
Approximately 5 % have also received a third injection.
By 1 April 1952, approximately 500,000 cases had been treated, and the
number is mounting by nearly 40,000 a month. The total progress has
been even greater than the figures indicate. Fairly elaborate organizations
have been established, central laboratories have been set up, and field
laboratories are being added as needed. Most important of all, some
250 workers have been trained and given field experience. Of this nLumber,
137 were added during 1951 -about half in each country. Thailand will
increase its field staff by another 90 in 1952 (30 sanitary inspectors and
lay personnel numbering 60 to give injections), which should double its
field teams by August. The advance in Indonesia will be somewhat slower
during the remainder of 1952, but the addition of new teams and of 20 to
3 The preparation used in yaws treatment throughout the Asian region is procaine penicillin G in oil
with 2% aluminium monostearate (PAM).-ED.
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30 doctors, assisted by the nurses from the local policlinics and by diagnosticians, will, it is hoped, increase the rate of work by perhaps one third
in the second half of the year. On the other hand, the areas of heavy
incidence in Jogjakarta, where the main work has been done, are being
rapidly covered; and the number of cases treated per month will gradually
fall. A high percentage of the nurses now engaged on the work come from
Jogjakarta, and it is not certain how many of them will be willing to go to
other areas, or how many can be spared. Unless they do go, or are replaced,
the shortage of personnel will be even greater than it is now.
Cost per Case

Each treatment to date, on an accounting basis including all expenses,
costs slightly more than $2.50, of which approximately half is paid by the
local government. The cost to UNICEF of the Indonesian campaign for
the 23 months from May 1950 to the end of March 1952 was as follows:
US dollars

Penicillin (total amount used)
Equipment (estimated life-7 years)
Transport (estimated life of vehicles-4 years)
Personnel (reimbursed to WHO, up to the end of 1951)
Freight and field administration
Total cost (approximately 328,000 cases)

287,000
26,151
52,233
27,000
40,000
432,384

The cost to UNICEF per case treated in this first period was thus $1.32,
of which the cost of penicillin was approximately two-thirds. The average
cost of penicillin over this period was $1.38 per vial of 10 ml containing
three million units. This cost will tend to fall as the mass programme
expands, for the following reasons : essentially the same equipment will
serve for a larger number of treatments, WHO is paying the cost of international advisory personnel after 1951, and the price of penicillin is falling.
(The present cost is about $1.10 a vial.) Assuming continuance of the same
dosage, the cost per case to UNICEF in 1952 should be in the neighbourhood
of $1.00. If the price of penicillin continues to fall, the cost will drop by
about two-thirds of the amount of the savings. 4
The cost to the Indonesian Government is somewhat more difficult to
calculate. On the basis of the Government's rough estimates for 1951,
the expenditures were 3,950,000 rupiah for a period in which 223,045 cases
were treated. This represents about 17 rupiah 50 cents per case. At the
current official rate, this amounts to $1.53. Some of this expenditure was
4 By the end of 1952, the cost of
p2nicillin had dropped to about $0.40 a vial.
29 January 1953.

-

S. M. K.,
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for capital costs, but the recurrent costs were probably not less than the
$1.32 spent by UNICEF.
It will be noted that the costs are based, as indicated above, on a
treatment schedule of 8 ml of PAM for adults, and that no contacts have
been treated. In the light of current WHO recommendations, it seems
probable that the dosage for patients with clinical yaws may be lowered;
but it is also probable that the treatment of contacts now recommended
will require at least as much as the penicillin thus saved. UNICEF is
anxious to effect all possible savings, but not at the expense of good results.
For the present, therefore, it is being assumed that the requirements of
penicillin per thousand persons inspected will not be less than heretofore.
As a guide to UNICEF's budgeting and purchases of penicillin, we
need to find answers to a number of questions, such as:
(1) What should be the dosage for patients (by age or by weight) for
mass campaigns ?
(2) Should PAM be given in two doses, as at present, or in one dose ?
(3) Should contacts be treated ? If so, with what dosage ?
(4) If contacts are to be treated, how should the category be defined
i.e., should it be limited to members of the same household as patients
with open lesions, or extended to include other community contacts ? If
the category is extended, who should be included ? Should it be the same
for all areas or different for areas of different incidence ?
(5) If not all contacts can be treated, should preference be given to
those in communities where follow-up is less likely to take place ?

Proposal for a Ten-Year Control Project
Rein & Kitchen remarked in the conclusion to their paper:
" The cause of yaws is known. A simple, safe, and practical form of ambulatory
therapy, based on penicillin-assay investigations and clinical evaluation, is available.
It is now possible to control the infectious stage and ultimately to eradicate the disease
in a relatively short period of time. There is no reason why millions of people throughout
the world should be affected with this crippling and disfiguring non-venereal treponemal
disease." 5

If this conclusion is accepted, certain practical conclusions follow. At
least ten million cases of clinical yaws exist in south-east Asia, probably
three-quarters of them in Indonesia. It is likely that, in spite of all the
difficulties that have to be faced, these cases can be treated within a period
of ten years. An average of one million cases a year may sound a bit
startling; but, starting from scratch, we already have a rate of treatment of
$ See page 102.
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almost half a million a year. Even if contacts are added, the job can be done;
for the time is spent mostly in finding the cases, not in treating them.
The two countries with the most yaws in this area are Thailand and
Indonesia. In Thailand, although up to now only 10% of its probable total
of one and a half million clinical cases have been treated, a solution to the
problem of control is already beginning to appear. The Government has
indicated its firm purpose of bringing the disease under control within the
next five years, and budgetary plans are being made accordingly, including
the provision of one-third of the penicillin. UNICEF has already agreed
to provide money for the balance of the supplies and equipment to carry
the campaign into 1953, and it is hoped that an additional $460,000 will
become available to carry it through 1954. By the end of that year, if
present plans materialize, Thailand will have treated nearly two-thirds of
its cases; and by 1955, or 1956 at the latest, it should be moving into the
fifth, or consolidation, phase.
The heart of the problem in this area is in Indonesia, where the number
of cases is great and where the resources in trained personnel are extremely
limited. It must be recognized that the proposal to bring yaws in Indonesia
under control in ten years calls for a mass campaign on a scale hitherto
unknown in yaws work and that preparations must be made accordingly.
We know how to treat yaws; our problems are to obtain the necessary
funds and personnel, and to build the organization to use the personnel
effectively. The chances for international aid to cover the programme up
to the end of 1955 are excellent, and it is probable that money to buy the
supplies that must be imported can be made available until the Government
can take over full responsibility. The most difficult problems ahead are
those of organization.
If such a programme is to be undertaken, a well-conceived organizational plan must be drawn up. Some of the requirements are:
(1) All the methods of approach need to be brought together into one
integrated system.
(2) Additional doctors are needed to provide the essential supervision
of the mass work. Up to now progress has been hampered by the extreme
shortage of qualified physicians, but it is hoped that from among the
250 doctors the Government is attempting to recruit abroad a number can
be found either to work on yaws, or to replace local doctors who will.
(3) Additional case-finders must be recruited and trained.
(4) The number of mantris (male nurses) in training should be increased
in order that the expansion of the yaws-control campaign can continue
without robbing other essential services.
(5) Money needs to be provided in local budgets so that the people
trained will have jobs when they are ready. Because of the extreme shortage
of medical personnel, the danger of training too many people seems remote.
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There will be plenty of work for them when they are no longer needed for
yaws, which will not be for ten years. It will be necessary, however, to
work out a promotion system so that these workers will not find themselves
in dead-end jobs.
(6) A few more administrative persons of the highest calibre are required;
this is a major need and should receive proper administrative attention.
(7) Additional funds for all local costs will need to be obtained as the
programme expands. Two very good reasons for providing the money are:
(a) that it will ensure a continuance of international aid, which is now
readily available but may not always be;
(b) that expenditure now will greatly reduce the cost of treatment later,
after further infection, and will more than pay for itself in additional
productive manpower.
(8) The control work, hampered by shortage of specialized personnel,
urgently needs to be strengthened in order that every possible improvement
in procedure and treatment may be applied to make the campaign successful
and to effect every possible economy.
(9) The organization of treatment of cases recurring after the mass
campaign needs to be improved.
(10) The existing health services must be strengthened in order that,
once control is achieved, it can be maintained. Unless this aim is built
into the plan of operations from the beginning, the outcome will be failure.

The next step is to translate these aims into a realistic plan of operations,
with responsibilities fixed and with time schedules worked out-broadly
for the later period but quite precisely for the earlier. 6
6 Since March 1952, encouraging advance3 have been made, in line with the recommendations of a
WHO advisory team, in developing a simplfied plan making maximum use of existing personnel in
policlinics. The goal of a million cases a year seems possible by 1954. - S. M. K., 29 January 1953.

SUMMARY

RESUME

UNICEF is particularly interested in
yaws control since the disease affects millions of children and can be readily cured
or arrested. The policy of UNICEF is to
concentrate on a few widespread diseases
which promise to yield to mass treatment
at relatively low cost. Its interest in yaws
did not begin, however, until 1948, at which
time there was a change in policy from

Le FISE porte un interet particulier a la
lutte contre le pian, car la maladie atteint
des millions d'enfants et, d'autre part, peut
etre aisement guerie ou du moins arret6e
dans son expansion. Le FISE a pour idWe
directrice de concentrer son action sur
quelques maladies tres repandues, justiciables d'un traitement syst6matique relativement peu couteux. Son interet pour la
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providing mainly food and clothing to
providing medical supplies.

In the last three years the partnership
between WHO, as the body responsible
for co-ordinating health programmes
throughout the world, and UNICEF,
providing supplies on a large scale, has
led to the development of 100 projects in
the Asian region alone.

The money used by UNICEF is provided
by voluntary contributions, of which
approximately 90 % comes from governments; this means that it inevitably takes
some time for the necessary sums to be
voted by the various parliaments. However, in the past, enough money has been
found to provide supplies when they were
needed. Although the life of UNICEF has
been extended only until the end of 1953,
the fact that its funds are allocated for
some years in advance means that it can be
assumed that it will continue to support
yaws-control programmes at least up to
the end of 1955.
The author discusses the various problems that have arisen in the yaws-control
programmes, with particular reference to
Indonesia and Thailand, and goes on to
consider what has been achieved despite
them. It is estimated that more than
6,000,000 persons will have been examined,
and more than 800,000 treated, by the end
of 1952 in Indonesia, the Philippines, and
Thailand. The schedule of treatment has
been 8 ml of penicillin given in two equal
injections. By I April 1952, some 500,000
cases had been treated, and the rate is
increasing by about 40,000 cases a month.
But there are still considerable problems
of staffing and organization to be overcome.

The cost of treating one case of yaws
has been approximately $2.50, one half
of which is borne by the local government.
The cost to UNICEF per case treated in
the Indonesian campaign for the period
May 1950-March 1952 was $1.32, or a
total of $432,384 for 328,000 cases treated.
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lutte antipianique ne s'est manifeste cependant que depuis 1948, epoque a laquelle
il modifia l'orientation de son activite, et
fit porter ses efforts sur la fourniture de
medicaments et de materiel medical plut6t
que sur celle de vivres et de vetements.
Au cours des trois dernieres annees la
collaboration de 1'OMS - responsable de
la coordination des programmes sanitaires
dans le monde entier - et du FISE - procurant des quantites considerables de mat&e
riel et de fournitures - a permis d'entreprendre de nombreux programmes, dont
une centaine dans la seule region asiatique.
Les fonds dont dispose le FISE proviennent de contributions volontaires;
90% environ sont assures par les gouvernements. Or, le vote par les parlements
des sommes consenties par les divers etats
exige inevitablement certains delais. Malgre
ces inconvenients, le FISE a pu trouver,
jusqu'a maintenant, les sommes necessaires a l'accomplissement des taches qui
lui incombent. Bien que son activite n'ait
et prolongee que jusqu'a la fin de 1953,
le fait que les fonds sont alloues pour
plusieurs annees I1'avance permet de penser que les programmes antipianiques pourront etre finances au moins jusqu'ai la fin
de 1955.
L'auteur examine les divers problemes
qui se sont poses au sujet des programmes
antipianiques, en particulier en Indonesie
et en Thailande, et il met en relief les
resultats obtenus malgre les difficultes. A
la fin de 1952, plus de 6 millions de personnes auront et6 examinees et plus de
800.000 traitees, en Indonesie, aux Philippines et en Thailande. Le schema de
traitement consiste en 8 ml de penicilline,
repartis en deux injections d'egale quantiteEn date du 1er avril, quelque 500.000 cas.
avaient e traites et le nombre des sujets:
soumis au traitement augmente d'environ
40.000 par mois. De graves probl6mes;
relatifs au personnel et a l'organisation
restent it resoudre.
Le cout du traitement s'est eleve a
environ $2,50 par cas, somme dont la
moitie a et assumee par le gouvernement
local. La somme payee par le FISE pour
chaque cas traite au cours de la campagne
d'Indonesie, durant la periode de mai 1950,
a mars 1952, a et de $1,32, soit un total
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Owing to the facts that WHO is now
paying the costs of the international
personnel, that the price of penicillin is
falling, and that, even with programme
expansion, the same equipment can be used
to treat a larger number of cases, the
cost to UNICEF in 1952 should be about
$1.00 per case.
The author believes that the ten million
cases of yaws in south-east Asia can be
effectively controlled in ten years. The
largest number are to be found in Indonesia
and Thailand. The Thai Government
intends to bring its yaws problem under
control in five years and is planning its
budget accordingly. UNICEF will provide
money and supplies to carry the campaign
through 1953; by the end of 1954 Thailand
will have treated nearly two-thirds of its
yaws cases; and by 1956, at the latest,
the campaign should be in the consolidation phase.
In Indonesia, the number of cases is
great and trained personnel is in very
short supply. However, the chances that
international aid will be provided until
the end of 1955 are good, and it is hoped
that money to purchase supplies can be
made available until the Government can
assume the full responsibility.
The most difficult problems yet to be
solved are those of organization. The
author lists ten essential requirements for
a successful plan of organization. If these
are met, there should be every reason to
hope for successful yaws-control in
south-east Asia.

de $432.384 pour 328.000 cas traites. Grace
au fait que 1'OMS assume les frais de
personnel, que le prix de la penicilline a
baisse, et que, malgre l'expansion du programme, le meme equipement peut etre
utilise pour le traitement d'un plus grand
nombre de cas, les frais encourus par le
FISE en 1952 seront d'environ $1,00 par
cas.
L'auteur pense que les quelque dix millions de cas de pian existant en Asie du
Sud-Est pourront etre traites efficacement
en dix ans. C'est en Indonesie et en Thailande que se trouvent le plus grand nombre
de pianiques. Le Gouvernement thailandais
compte maitriser le probleme du pian en
cinq ans et il etablit son budget en consequence. Le FISE a prevu l'attribution de
fonds et de fournitures pour la campagne
de 1953. A la fin de 1954, en Tha-lande, les
deux tiers environ des cas auront et traites, et en 1956 au plus tard, la campagne
entrera dans sa phase de consolidation.
En Indonesie, nombreux sont les malades
et rares ceux qui ont les competences necessaires pour s'occuper d'eux. I1 y a bien
des chances cependant que l'aide internationale soit maintenue jusqu'a la fin de
1955 et l'on espere que les fonds permettant l'achat de fournitures seront assures
jusqu'a ce que le gouvernement puisse
assumer cette charge en totalite.
Les problemes les plus difficiles a
resoudre concernent l'organisation. L'auteur enumere dix points dont il importe de
tenir compte pour mener a bien une campagne. Si les conditions mentionnees sont
remplies, il y a tout lieu d'esperer que la
lutte antipianique dans l'Asie du Sud-Est
sera couronnee de succes.

